FLORIDA HOUSE ON CAPITOL HILL

GETTING OUR "FRESH" ON!
Our amazing embassy desperately needs a facelift while we postpone our
Capital Campaign for the total renovation of Florida House!
Your donation will help us make some much needed improvements that will
allow us to better connect, celebrate and champion Florida to the world!

GOAL: $50,000

NOW NEED $30,000

Your Gift of $2,500 Can Help Us
Upgrade to a modern phone system, providing the opportunity for us to better CONNECT with
donors and rental groups.
Remove the existing wallpaper and paint the gallery wall upstairs, enhancing our flexibility for
new rotating exhibits that CELEBRATE Florida.
Contribute to replacing the carpet on the Upper Level, providing a better atmosphere for those
using the space to CHAMPION their cause.

Your Gift of $1,000 Can Help Us
Purchase a new, more effective podium and sound system, allowing bigger groups to CONNECT
during events.
Take down the existing wallpaper on the Main Level, giving the space a more elegant feel for
those looking to CELEBRATE at Florida House.
Invest in high performance fabric for upholstered furniture inside Florida House, providing a
comfortable spot to relax for those who are on the Hill to CHAMPION Florida.

Your Gift of $500 Can Help Us
Buy a high quality vacuum cleaner for staff to use after events, providing a cleaner
experience for those who visit Florida House to CONNECT with their friends and colleagues.
Replace the dated cushioning on the chairs on the Upper Level.
Add in carpet to cover the steps to the Lower Level, providing a safer walking path for those
who come to Florida House to CHAMPION their cause.

Your Gift of $250 Can Help Us
Place new solar lights for the garden, extending the time that rental groups can
use Florida House to CONNECT to supporters.
Purchase four gallons of paint, to refresh the look of the hallway and
CELEBRATE the historic feel of the house.
Re-upholster the side chairs on the Upper Level, providing a more elegant and
contemporary look for those who use Florida House to CHAMPION their cause
through press conferences and interviews.

HOW TO GIVE:
You can make your gift on our website, at
www.floridahousedc.org/donate.
Be sure to select "Get Your Fresh On" as the campaign.
We cannot wait to show you the results!

